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What vampires say 2. What vampires say the don't say 3. What vampires' babies say 4. What vampires say their babies
don't say 5. What you say when your.

Murray does his spell, however he just ends up throwing out his back instead, and summons a small amount of
sand, which Dennis makes a snowman out of. Dracula explains to her that Vlad would not have been okay
with her marrying a human, and that he isn't as enlightened as he is. Wayne is reluctant at first but eventually
obeys Dracula. The bat Dracula knocked into turned out to be another vampire named Martha. Dracula finds
Quasimodo in the kitchen trying to cook Johnny. Dracula poses for wedding photos with Mavis and Johnny's
family, Dracula is seen sitting with Mavis and Johnny at a table watching and listening to Marty as he gives
Mavis and Johnny his blessing. Dracula uses his powers to freeze Quasimodo and quickly takes Johnny away.
It's a book. Dracula quickly returns catching Mavis in the act of teaching Dennis what to say. The two crash,
and Dracula jumps up with excitement. He instead tells Johnny that if he returns he would kill him. Dracula
disagrees and ends the conversation. He arrives at the front of the plane and hypnotizes the pilot so he can talk
to Johnny. Dracula debates if he should kill him, but decides not to, as it would set monsters back hundreds of
years. However, shortly after Johnny crashes through the roof and falls down onto Drac. Mavis insists that it's
possible that the baby will be human but Dracula is confident that with thousands of years of Dracula genes
that a human baby is not possible. Dracula explains to Mavis that he wants her to live her life now, and gives
her his blessing for her to be with Johnny. Dracula now annoyed tells Dennis to mimic what Frank did an
scare the next group of joggers. Dracula spends most of his time trying to counter Mavis' food cravings by
having her eat certain monster foods in preparation for his expected vampire baby grandson. All the monsters
feel outraged at Dracula for lying to them, and bringing a human into the hotel. Johnny's Arrival After
successfully scaring his daughter Mavis away from the humans, Dracula walks down into the front lobby of
the hotel to greet all the monsters. Change of Heart Dracula flies around the hotel looking for Mavis. Dracula
and Johnny find themselves inside a room inside the hotel where Frank , Griffin , Wayne and Murray are
preparing their song they've been working on for Mavis' birthday. Mavis tries to say if only Vlad could meet
Johnny, but Dracula assures her that it would have not worked out, and it's best that they never meet. Dracula
turns to Wayne and asks if any of his kids still respect him. His over-controlling personality makes him an
ideal hotel manager. Frank, Murray, Wayne and Griffin all join Dracula as they rush out of the hotel into a
hearse, and drive away. As Dracula's concerns for Dennis not being a vampire worsen, Mavis decides it might
be best to leave the hotel and move to Johnny's hometown in California to raise Dennis in a safer place.


